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Unıted Arab Emırates 
The United Arab Emirates (UAE) is one of the world’s fastest-growing regions. Just a few decades ago, it was nothing more than a united front 
of fresh-faced sheikhdoms, but it’s newfound independence has seen the magnificent Persian Gulf nation boast one of the highest Human 
Development Indexes, thanks to large-scale infrastructure projects over the last three decades. The UAE spares no expense when it comes to 
immaculate city landscaping or breathtaking architectural marvels. 
 
Since the explosion of the oil industry, the UAE and its major cities have experienced unfathomable wealth. Today, Dubai is the commercial 
center of the country, with plenty of awesome landmarks to explore. The world’s tallest structure, Burj Khalifa, is located in Downtown Dubai. 
Not far away are the Burj al-Arab seven-star hotel and the Palm Islands. The capital city, Abu Dhabi, is only a short distance away, but radiates 
its own identity. The gleaming city is home to water parks, shopping malls, the Khalifa Park, a stunning corniche, and the UAE’s largest 
religious icon, the Sheikh Zayed Mosque. Travel is possible between the two cities via taxi or coach. 
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H o w  t o 
get there? 
 
Dubai International 
Airport: Welcoming 
more than 50 million 
passengers a year, 
Dubai International 
Airport is one of the 
world’s largest and 
busiest airports. It’s 
located between Asia 
and Europe, making it a 
popular stopover for 
many routes between 
the two continents, not 
to mention Oceania. 
Altogether, there are 
more than 6,000 flights 
to the UAE each week. 
 
A b u  D h a b i 
International Airport: 
The second busiest 
airport in the UAE, Abu 
Dhabi International 
Airport is among the 
world’s fastest-growing 
airports serving more 
t h a n  1 2  m i l l i o n 
passengers a year. 
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What to do ın 
Unıted Arab 
Emırates? 
 
Many of the attractions that have made 
the United Arab Emirates (UAE) 
famous are manmade, with the 
count ry’s na tura l beauty of ten 
overshadowed by i t s a r t i f i c ia l 
landmarks. Dubai is home to the 
world’s tallest tower, Burj Khalifa. 
Towering over the rest of the Middle 
East, it stands at more than 124 stories. 
Another famous spot is the Burj al-Arab 
hotel, which is the only seven-star hotel 
in the UAE and among the world’s most 
impressive accommodations. 
 
•   Explore the world-renowned 

shopping malls of Dubai 
•   Laze upon the secluded beaches of 

the Persian Gulf 
•   Take a safari to the remote desert 

regions 
•   Sightsee the world’s tallest and most 

astounding architectural landmarks 
•   Experience Bedouin culture at the 

famous Liwa Oasis 
•   Charter a yacht for a deep-sea 

fishing expedition 
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Dubaı 
With an impressive skyline that is the object of envy of many a city, Dubai is every inch the well-heeled diva that it’s often made out to be. The 
city has much in store to wow the first time visitor; the tallest skyscraper, the tallest residential tower, the biggest mall in the world, a man made 
island shaped like a palm tree and another like the map of the world. Dubai is home to some of the finest hotels, most outstanding restaurants and 
exclusive nightclubs in the world so get ready for a whirlwind weekend because there’s no such thing as a dull moment in Dubai. 

Major Attractıons ın Unıted Arab emırates 
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Burj Khalıfa 
The tallest manmade structure in the world, Burj Khalifa, is one of the most impressive creations the globe has ever seen. Standing at a height 
of more than 2,700 feet, this marvel of engineering is the new icon of the modern UAE. There is an observation deck on the 124th floor and 
the Dubai Fountain outside. Tourists can venture to the top if they’re brave, but the views are hair-raising. 

Major Attractıons ın Unıted Arab emırates 
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Burj al-Arab hotel 
The world famous Burj al-Arab hotel is one of the UAE’s most popular sights. Built in 1999, it’s the fourth-highest hotel in the world. The 
entire building radiates luxury, as it is classified as a seven-star accommodation. 

Major Attractıons ın Unıted Arab emırates 
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Dubaı Museum 
The Dubai Museum is the most visited building in Dubai seeing more than 80,000 tourists a year. It is found within the old Al Fahidi Fort, where 
travelers can explore the historical and cultural aspects of this beautiful country. Witness life amid the traditional pearling industry or food stalls 
from the old souks (markets). There are hundreds of antiques and archeological finds scattered throughout the museum. 

Major Attractıons ın Unıted Arab emırates 
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The Dubaı Mall 
With around 1200 stores, this isn't merely the world's largest shopping mall, it’s a small city, with a giant ice rink and aquarium, a dinosaur 
skeleton, indoor theme parks and 150 food outlets. There’s a strong European-label presence, along with branches of the French Galeries 
Lafayette department store, the British toy store Hamley's and the first Bloomingdale’s outside the US. 

Major Attractıons ın Unıted Arab emırates 
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Gold Souq 
All that glitters is gold (and occasionally silver) along this covered arcade where dozens of shops overflow with every kind of jewellery 
imaginable, from delicate pearl earrings to lavish golden wedding necklaces. Simply watching the goings-on is a treat. Settle down on a bench 
and take in the lively street theatre of hard-working Afghan men dragging heavy carts of goods, African women in colourful kaftans and local 
women out on a shopping spree. It's liveliest in the evening. 

Major Attractıons ın Unıted Arab emırates 
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Emırates Palace  
What the Burj Khalifa in Dubai is to the vertical, the Emirates Palace is to the horizontal, with audacious domed gatehouses and flying ramps to 
the foyer, 114 domes and a 1.3km private beach. Built at a cost of Dh11 billion, this is the big hotel in the Gulf, with 1002 crystal chandeliers 
and 400 luxury rooms and suites. You don’t have to check in to check out the Emirates Palace, as it doubles as a cultural hub of the city. 

Major Attractıons ın Unıted Arab emırates 
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Abu Dhabı 
The world's largest hand-loomed carpet, the fastest roller coaster, the highest high tea, the tower with the greatest lean, the largest cluster of 
cultural buildings of the 21st century – UAE capital Abu Dhabi isn't afraid to challenge world records. Welcome to an exciting city where 
nothing stands still…except perhaps the herons in its mangroves. 
For those looking to engage with Gulf culture, Abu Dhabi offers opportunities to understand the UAE's history through museums, exhibitions 
and tours. But thankfully Emirati heritage isn't boxed and mothballed; it's also experienced through strolls around the dhow harbour, haggling in 
markets and absorbing the atmosphere at sheesha cafes. 

Major Attractıons ın Unıted Arab emırates 
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Sheıkh Zayed Mosque 
The Grand Mosque of Abu Dhabi, which is commonly referred to as Sheikh Zayed, is one of the largest mosques in the world, not to mention 
the largest place of worship in the country. With more than 80 marble domes on a roofline held aloft by over 1000 pillars and punctuated by 
four 107m-high minarets, Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque is a masterpiece of modern Islamic architecture and design. Over 100,000 tons of pure 
white Greek and Macedonian marble were used in its construction. Delicate floral designs inlaid with semi-precious stones, such as lapis lazuli, 
red agate, amethyst, abalone, jasper and mother-of-pearl, decorate a variety of marbles and contrast with the more traditional geometric ceramic 
details. 

Major Attractıons ın Unıted Arab emırates 
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Arabıan Salukı Centre 
You'll probably hear them before you see them, as a howl goes up when a visitor approaches this hound pound. A visit here involves entering 
the kennels, meeting the affectionate and well-looked-after residents, picking up a puppy or two and perhaps watching bath-time. Prized for 
their hunting skills and speed over distance, salukis have for centuries been man's best friend to the Bedu, and after a visit to this breeding and 
training centre, it's easy to see why. 

Major Attractıons ın Unıted Arab emırates 
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Abu Dhabı Cornıche 
The waterfront Corniche, with its white sandy beaches and generous promenade, stretches the entire length of the north-west shore of the city. 
Giving spectacular views of the iconic high rise tower blocks assembled along the seafront, it also offers one of the city's main recreation 
opportunities with a dedicated walking and separate cycle path weaving in and out of the Corniche's landscaped gardens. Refreshments are 
available from the public beaches that punctuate the western section of the road. 

Major Attractıons ın Unıted Arab emırates 
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Khalıfa Park 
The largest city in the UAE is home to the most popular park in the Emirates. Built recently at a cost of US $500,000, inside is an aquarium, a 
museum, playground, toys, a train, and beautifully landscaped gardens. 

Major Attractıons ın Unıted Arab emırates 
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Lıwa Oasıs 
In the middle of the Empty Quarter lies one of the most impressive rural communities in the UAE. Numerous villages are found at the Liwa 
Oasis, which provide tourists a look at traditional Bedouin lifestyle and culture. The area is only 65 miles to the south of Dubai, and buses and 
tour vans make frequent trips from the coast. Desert safaris and dune-bashing are two popular activities here.  

Major Attractıons ın Unıted Arab emırates 
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Unıted Arab emırates Cuısıne	  
As the United Arab Emirates (UAE) has continued to expand over the last few decades, so has the cuisine with influences from Lebanon, Pakistan, India, 
and Jordan. In the major cities, tourists will find a host of traditional Arabic and international restaurants serving an enormous array of dishes. Dining out 
tends to be less expensive than in western countries, but there are plenty of fine upscale options, especially in the high-end hotels. Some cities, like Dubai, 
boast a thriving nightlife, but some emirates, like Sharjah, are stricter when it comes to alcohol and have limited drinking establishments.  

Manousheh, Chelo Kebab, Al Harees, Al Machboos, Tabbouleh, Fatteh, Kellaj, Fattoush, Shish Tawook 


